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Solution Sheet

KEY BENEFITS
• Effective Information System for
Command Staffs and Special
Operations Rooms (strategic, tactical,
and operational command)
• Target group: Police forces, fire brigades
and rescue organisations, as well as
other industries like defense and intelligence, utilities, communications, transportation, and infrastructural facilities
such as industrial parks, airports, seaports, and inland ports

Intergraph Planning & Response
High-level state visits, sporting events, church congresses or political
demonstrations – these major events / operations are enormous challenges to the planning and coordination of all security and emergency
organisations. In the case of unpredictable events, such as floods,
landslides, industrial accidents, kidnappings or terrorist attacks, the
Special Operations Room (SOR) or the ad hoc appointed Command
Staff must be provided with comprehensive information and be ensured necessary protection and the best support by the performance of
specifically coordinated actions.

• Strategic tool for the preparation,
coordination, communication, documentation and analysis of major events /
operations (e.g. crises, disasters)

Effective Information System for Command Staffs and
Special Operations Rooms

• Much more than merely a networked
data and information capture system:
- Planning of major events / operations
- Resource management
- Real time communication module
  including deadline monitoring
- Standard Operating Procedures
- Interactive organisation chart without
  limitations of hierarchical levels
- Timeline for fast, clear breakdown of
   operational activities
- Professional GIS for displaying, analy  sing and reporting (Operational Picture)
- Review of operational activities and
   events (logged operations)

have personnel resources in multiple locations. Providing information for all

• Data based access to all information
concerning the event
• Modular structure
• Optimised for keyboard control

Major events / operations require a large number of organisational units, which
involved simultaneously is a considerable challenge to IT and network systems.
Police forces, fire brigades and emergency medical services and (depending on
the kind of event) air, water or mountain rescue may be involved. These and
auxiliary or plant fire brigades, technical relief agencies, special operational
groups / special task forces, army or crisis intervention teams – often spanning
multiple administrative or even national borders, need to be kept informed and
coordinated. Intergraph Planning & Response facilitates effective support for the
planning and response of planned or unplanned operations, as well as subsequent analysis thereof.
The orderly flow and safety of the public is a primary purpose that must be
ensured. From deployment of barriers, negotiations, identifying hostile action
groups to decontamination sites, exclusion zones and evacuation – informed,
evidence-based decisions are always called for. A rally can escalate suddenly,
fire break out in a stadium or even an assassination attempt be perpetrated on a
celebrity guest or against a crowd.

• Scalable, even across distributed server

The Special Operations Room and/or the Command Staff constitute the linchpin

• Smart Client (easy access, even under
minimum hardware preconditions, no
installation required, administration by
the customer, automatic updates)

for the successful management of a planned or unplanned operation. This is

• Easy to configure forms and workflow
processes (customising)
• Integration framework for easy bidirectional connection to existing infrastructure (command and control systems,
digital radio, telephone, e-mail, etc.)

where Intergraph Planning & Response provides central support with the aid of
comprehensive operational information and reports that have been compiled to
establish the best possible coordination.
Intergraph Planning & Response is a networked, customisable, modular solution, which has been developed through experience gathered in a diverse range
of practical operations. Due to the fact that the geospatial question of “Where”,
particularly concerning major events / operations, is of crucial significance, the
processing of geospatial data via GIS is an integral modular component. As a
web-based system, ad hoc interdisciplinary organisation-wide access is provided

to all data relevant to the decision-making process. For dis-

units, resources, persons affected and patients, ambu-

play and reporting of the situation, the system not only uses
maps, aerial images and (easy to generate) tactical symbols

lance and hospital bed capacities.
•

Reports: Situation and mission reports, operations diary,

in accordance with – if applicable – applied local/national

overview of the relief units, reports on damages and ca-

regulations, but also images and videos, e.g. from surveillance

sualties, continuous audit logging of all information, facts,

cameras. Current positions of action units and emergency
services personnel are updated in real-time, and important

actions
•

documents such as site-plans, reports and tables are directly
accessible. Areas (e.g. prohibited areas) can be monitored by

Scenarios: Test scenarios for training, simulation and
operational exercise purposes

•

Interfaces: Interfaces to command and control systems

one click, in accordance with prevailing regulations, via so-

(like Intergraph‘s I/CAD) and to other third-party applica-

called Geo Fencing.

tions (like video, communication systems, modelling of
hazardous substances dispersion, ...).

Reliable Decision-Making Support
In order to be able to facilitate optimum support for the

Technical Specifications at a Glance

complex decision-making processes during an operation, a

•

Web-based Smart Client solution

timeline is available to provide a clearly structured display of

•

Automatic installation of the solution as well as all
updates on the client

all event data. Check lists, an interactive, editable organisation
chart, as well as detailed functions for operating resources

•

Fully customisable GUI and workflows

and resource administration are integrated for a direct com-

•

Highly scalable

parison. Numerous automated communication functions and

•

Integrated storage of any kind of information in the
database (messages, notifications, tactical signs,

deadline monitoring in document flow ease the task. All relevant

resources, geodata)

decisions made by the Command Staff / Special Operations
Room are provided to the decentralised command and control

•

Push technology for targeted data distribution to the
client in real-time

centers directly in real time. Revision-controlled document flow
is afforded: All actions performed are automatically registered

•

Optimised for keyboard control

in the database. Reports and analyses can be generated from

•

Open interface to command and control systems

the database.

•

Bandwidth-saving client cache, especially for geodata

•

Flexibly expansible architecture based on modern Micro-

Overview of the Function blocks
•

Portal: Central home page, main navigation for workflows / processes, application / component launch and
overview of the most important tasks, information and

soft technologies (Windows Presentation Foundation,
Windows Communication Foundation, Windows
Workflow Foundation, Microsoft Sync Framework, …)

operations, full-text search.
•

Command: Organisation charts, calendar, timeline,
windows for messaging and notifications, ...

•

Map: Definition and management of attributive and
geospatial operational information, Common Operational
Picture, GIS, interface for online GPS tracking,
tactical symbols (in accordance with organisationspecific regulations, such as police service regulations
and state crisis and disaster management regulations).

•

Resources: Management of operational forces, relief

ABOUT Intergraph
Intergraph is the leading global provider of engineering and geospatial software that enables customers to visualize complex data.
Businesses and governments in more than 60 countries rely on
Intergraph’s industry-specific software to organize vast amounts of
data to make processes and infrastructure better, safer and smarter.
The company’s software and services empower customers to build
and operate more efficient plants and ships, create intelligent maps,
and protect critical infrastructure and millions of people around the
world.
Intergraph operates through two divisions: Process, Power, & Marine
(PP&M) and Security, Government, & Infrastructure (SG&I). Intergraph

Intergraph Planning & Response – Situation Map with tactical symbols
PP&M provides enterprise engineering software for the design,
construction, operation and data management of plants, ships, and
offshore facilities. Intergraph SG&I provides geospatially powered
solutions including ERDAS technologies to the public safety and
security, defense and intelligence, government, transportation, photogrammetry, and utilities and communications industries. Intergraph
Government Solutions (IGS) is an independent subsidiary for SG&I’s
U.S. federal and classified business.
Intergraph is a part of Hexagon (Nordic exchange: HEXA B;
www.hexagon.com).
For more information, visit
www.intergraph.com or contact
your local Intergraph office.
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